
GREENCONNECT Russia (GCR) is a Russian manufacturer of professional computer 
cables, high-end mobile accessories and innovative switching equipment 

with the widest assortment and fast production cycle. 

The leadership of GREENCONNECT Russia (GCR) is based on the huge potential of internal intellectual 
resources, continuous investment and increasing in our own developments. 

Search for new ideas and the use of modern technology in daily operations, thanks 
to this, in St. Petersburg, our company produces more than 3,000 SKUs in 50 product groups.



GCR-UA9

GCR-UA12AM

GCR-UA1

GCR-UA9-1 GCR-UA18

Support Fast charging, 
with power adapter up to 5A

For everyday tasks - such as fast 
charging, data sync, and file transfer

 

Fast charge

Data transfer

5A

3A



GCR-HM801

Length up to 10 meters

For cable production we are used only the highest 
quality and high-tech materials. 
A highly oxygen-free copper conductor purified 
transmits a signal without delay or distortion.

The external insulation of the cable is made of 
eco-friendly PVC plastic and complies with the 
European RoHS standard, which makes to use 
the cable it convenient and safe.

To protect the transmitted signal from interference 
in the cable, it uses triple shielding of the internal 
conductors. Thanks to this, the signal quality will 
remain at the highest level.

GCR-HM301

GCR-HM800

GCR-HM461

GCR-HM482



Extension cable USB 2.0 with 
2 active signal amplifiers

Signal transmission over distances of up to 
150 meters

Possibility of series connecting in up to 
5 cables

LED indicators for power supply and 
connections

Plug & Play

Compatible with all modern operating systems

Signal transmission speed up to 480 Mbps

Possibility of connecting additional power 
supply 5V 2A

Operation at low temperatures up to -20 ° C

Double shield
Protects the signal from electromagnetic 
interference. Thanks to what the signal will 
remain at the highest level.

GCR-UECa2

Signal amplifier
Signal transmission over 
distances of up to 
150 meters



GCR-HMa

Integrated signal amplifier

Resolution up to 4K 30Hz 

Oxygen-free copper conductor

The external insulation of the cable is made of eco-friendly PVC plastic 
and complies with the European RoHS standard

Ferrite filters and triple shielding of internal conductors.

Gold-plated connectors
 

Active HDMI 2.0 cable with 
signal amplifier, ferrite bead
4K ULTRA HD



Unique double-side connector

USB Type-C

GCR-IP27

GCR-IP3

GCR-IP3

GCR-IP11



GCR-UC1

GCR-UC16

GCR-UC4

SyncData FastCharge Frost
resistant

ECO RoHS



USB Type-C

USB Lightning

USB Micro

GCR-UC17

GCR-IP9

GCR-UA23



The LAN cable is designed for various routers, switches, hubs, 

Smart TV. It is widely used in home and industrial solutions. It 

is called a network cable, which is designed to receive high-

speed Internet in home and global networks.

ETHERNET LAN Rj45 CAT. 7

GCR-LNC700

Category 7 LAN cable (F / FTP or S / FTP) is 
professional, high-speed, and shielded twisted  
pair cable that works at super fast speeds. 

Protected against external interference, a 
professional cast LAN cable (F / FTP or S / FTP) 
7 ensures flawless data transfer.
 

Copper conductor

Molded connector

Hight speed up to 10 Gbit/s 

Shielding



The LAN cable is designed for various routers, switches, hubs, 

Smart TV. It is widely used in home and industrial solutions. It 

is called a network cable, which is designed to receive high-

speed Internet in home and global networks. 

ECO-FRIENDLY
MANUFACTORY

BEST
QUALITY

STYLISH 
DESIGN

FLAT ETHERNET LAN RJ 45 CAT. 6

GCR-LNC62GCR-LNC500

ETHERNET LAN Rj45 CAT. 5E, 6

1.5 мм Ultraslim

Copper conductor

Molded connector

Hight speed up to 10 Gbit/s 

Great 
Color 
Line



Excellent workmanship and shielding will prevent interference from 

signal transmission.

It can be used to connect, for example, a headset with an MP3 player, 

a computer, DVD, TV, radio, CD player, which have this audio jack.

Frost-resistant 

Amazing sound.

Ultra-flexible 

EXTENSION AUX CABLE

GCR-STM01 GCR-STM16

GCR-AVC16GCR-AVC11 GCR-AVC81

The insulation is made of high-quality PVC plastic with the addition 
of specialized additives that make the cable frost-resistant and 
resistant to damage at low temperature.

Cable conductor is made of oxygen-free copper of a high degree 
of purification - one of the best materials for the manufacture of 
professional speaker cables.

With this cable, you get best signal quality, excellent sound and 
an indescribable feeling of listening to music.



DisplayPort v1.2

GCR-AM5

GCR-DP2DP

AM-AM
GCR-UEC6

AM-AF
GCR-UPC5M

AM-BM

GCR-VM2
SVGA

GCR-UPC0M2
AM-BM

GCR-UPC0M2
RS-232-AM

GCR-UPC0M2
6p4c-6p4c

3-in-1 USB Cable
Charge differently

GCR-DB9CM
RS-232-
RS-232



Zdes` budet text na angliyskom
pro to chto mi predlagaem ogromnoe
kolichestvo vsyakih raznix cables

Mnozhestvo zvetov dlin i vsyakoe takoe
Ya ne znat` angliyskiy because pishu
vot tak vot translitom

Prisoedinyaytes k nam
Mi vsegda radi partnerstvu

HDMI
4K HDR
MADE IN RUSSIA

We are always happy for 
partnership!

Why choose GCR:

• A wide selection of audio and video, charging and data cables

• Sales and support service brand

• Strong R&D department

• Original patented design of devices and accessories

• Effective pre- and after-sales support

• Technical support 24/7

• 2 year quality guarantee

Join us
GREENCONNECT Russia

8 800 505 73 52
gcr.com.ru

info@gcr.com.ru


